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ABSTRACT

1

The recently emerging applications such as software-defined networks and autonomous vehicles require efficient and exact solutions
for constrained shortest paths (CSP), which finds the shortest path
in a graph while satisfying some user-defined constraints. Compared with the common shortest path problems without constraints,
CSP queries have a significantly larger number of subproblems. The
most widely used labeling algorithm becomes prohibitively slow
and impractical. Other existing approaches tend to find approximate solutions and build costly indices on graphs for fast query
processing, which are not suitable for emerging applications with
the requirement of exact solutions. A natural question is whether
and how we can efficiently find the exact solution for CSP.
In this paper, we propose Vine, a framework that parallelizes the
labeling algorithm to efficiently find the exact CSP solution using
GPUs. The major challenge addressed in Vine is how to deal with a
large number of subproblems that are mostly unpromising but require a significant amount of memory and computational resources.
Our solution is twofold. First, we develop a two-level pruning approach to eliminate the subproblems by making good use of the
GPU’s hierarchical memory. Second, we propose an adaptive parallelism control model based on the observations that the degree of
parallelism (DOP) is the key to performance optimization with the
given amount of computational resources. Extensive experiments
show that Vine achieves 18× speedup on average over the widely
adopted CPU-based solution running on 40 CPU threads. Vine also
has over 5× speedup compared with a GPU approach that statically
controls the DOP. Compared to the state-of-the-art approximate
solution with preprocessed indices, Vine provides exact results with
competitive or even better performance.

The constrained shortest path (CSP) problems are widely used to
formulate many applications. Each edge in the graph of such applications has two properties: a length and a cost. One example is
the vehicle routing problem [42], where edge properties are the
length and cost of the corresponding road segment. The cost could
be road user charges or time costs depending on the application.
Moreover, we have witnessed the recent rise of emerging applications such as software-defined networks and autonomous vehicles,
which require efficient and exact solutions for CSP. The exact solution requirements come from rigid requirements on safety and
conflicts like routing in autonomous vehicles and battery-powered
drones [6, 8, 17], or minimizing the risk of detection of an aircraft/submarine [44, 45]. Those applications cannot tolerate large errors
in CSP solutions because errors can lead to inefficiencies, riskiness,
and safety issues [32]. In this paper, we study whether and how we
can efficiently solve the exact CSP.
The commonly used solution for exact CSP problems is the labeling algorithm based on dynamic programming [13]. It has been
well studied and extended to solve a line of CSP problems [7, 18, 42].
In the labeling algorithm, an available path from the source 𝑠𝑟𝑐 to
vertex 𝑣 is presented as a label ℓ𝑣 . Similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm
[5], the labeling algorithm maintains a min-heap of labels and pops
the top label ℓ𝑣 at each iteration. New labels are generated by appending edges to ℓ𝑣 . The unpromising labels are pruned, and others
are pushed back to the min-heap for further expansion. The objective is to find the optimal labels at destination vertex 𝑑𝑠𝑡. In this
paper, we focus on the efficiency of CSP problems with a single
constraint, because they are more commonly used in practice, and
efficiently solving such single-constraint CSP problems is already
very challenging [42]. The single-constraint CSP and the labeling
algorithm are formally presented in Section 2.2.
The labeling algorithm is prohibitively slow in real-world cases
due to the significant computation and memory consumption incurred by the large number of labels [14]. It thus significantly limits
the applicability of the labeling algorithm to get an exact solution.
Therefore, many approximate approaches trade off the solution
accuracy for speed. They reduce the number of labels by finding approximate solutions [39], building indices [38], or both [42]. Wang
et al. [42] present the state-of-the-art approximate CSP solution,
named COLA, which improves the approximate labeling algorithm
by partitioning and building indices on the networks. However,
the approximated solution is not suitable for many emerging applications with the requirement of exact solutions. Additionally, the
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INTRODUCTION

expensive preprocessing of building indexes can be inefficient or
even impractical for frequently updated graphs.
GPUs are promising platforms for solving large-scale graph problems due to their massive number of cores and high memory bandwidth. Existing efforts have shown great success in a plethora of
graph applications on GPUs, such as breadth-first search [26], shortest path [2], PageRank [11] and subgraph enumeration [10]. Nevertheless, the efficient parallel solutions for CSP on GPUs have been
largely overlooked. Accordingly, we propose a GPU framework
Vine to parallelize the labeling algorithm for the exact CSP solution
efficiently. While the GPU’s massive parallelism is very suitable for
the subproblem parallelism within CSP, the major challenge is how
to deal with the exponential growth of subproblems. Furthermore,
as these subproblems are mostly unpromising in practice, we need
an effective and efficient pruning mechanism to reduce memory
and computational resource usage. Specifically, we propose the
following two techniques to address those challenges.
First, we propose a two-level pruning solution, which makes use
of the hierarchy of memories on the GPU. The first level offers an
efficient pruning in the GPU’s shared memory that reduces GPU
memory contention. The second level prunes labels thoroughly in
GPU’s global memory.
Second, we propose an adaptive parallelism control model that
adjusts the degree of parallelism (DOP) on the GPU at runtime. In
our experiments, we observe that a high DOP explores subproblems quickly but brings more unpromising ones that require more
computation and memory resources, which turns out to be slow
in execution time. Thus, the proposed model is based on the total
number of subproblems and the prediction of its growth at runtime,
which are affected by both the graphs and queries.
Extensive experiments using 11 real-world graphs that comprise
three different applications show that Vine achieves 18× speedups
on average over the widely adopted CPU-based solution on 40
CPU threads, and up to 5× speedups compared to a fine-tuned
GPU approach that statically controls the DOP. Compared to the
state-of-the-art approximate approach, COLA [42], Vine shows
competitive or even better performance while providing the exact
solution without costly preprocessing. The contributions of this
paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose Vine, an acceleration framework for solving exact
CSP queries on GPUs. There are two core techniques proposed: 1)
an efficient two-level pruning technique to prune the subproblems
effectively, and 2) a light-weight adaptive parallelism control model
to adjust the DOP for different graphs and queries at runtime.
• We have conducted extensive experiments to demonstrate that
Vine achieves significant speedups over existing solutions.
• Vine achieves competitive or even better performance to approximate approaches, which are commonly used in the previous studies
of getting an approximate solution for CSP. This paper shows that,
with our careful optimizations on GPUs, Vine is a viable solution
for solving the exact CSP.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the definition of CSP, review the related work, and present
the GPU background. In Section 3, we present a baseline approach
for parallelizing the commonly used labeling algorithm. We give the
system overview in Section 4, followed by implementation details in

Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 shows the evaluation of Vine. Section 8
concludes this work.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we provide the GPU preliminaries, define the CSP
problem and labeling algorithm, and review the related work.

2.1

GPU Preliminaries

A single GPU has tens of streaming multiprocessors (SMs). Each
SM contains many processing cores. A program executed by the
GPU is called a Kernel. A kernel executes on multiple thread blocks,
each of which consists of many threads. Thread blocks can further
be divided into warps (each of 32 threads). Each thread block is
assigned to a single SM, and the cores inside each SM execute
the threads in a SIMT fashion, at the granularity of a single warp.
During any given execution cycle, an entire warp of threads only
execute a single instruction.
The global memory of the GPU has a very high bandwidth. It
can be accessed by all threads executing on a GPU, but the latency
is high. In contrast, shared memory is faster for data accesses, but
has limited capacities (usually around 64KB per SM) and can only
be accessed by the threads in the same thread block. There are
two conventional optimization methods for the memory hierarchy
on GPUs. The first is to maximize coalesced memory accesses for
improving the utilization of global memory bandwidth. It requires
that the threads in one warp access one contiguous memory region
at one time instead of scattered accesses. The second is to maximize
the computation within the low-latency shared memory. In this
paper, we develop a novel pruning solution to the efficient use of
both memory optimization methods.

2.2

CSP and Labeling Algorithm

Definition 1 (CSP problem). A CSP problem is defined on a directed graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), where 𝑉 is the vertex set and 𝐸 is the
edge set. Each edge 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 is associated with a length 𝑒.𝑙 ≥ 0 and
a cost 𝑒.𝑐 ≥ 0. For a path 𝑝 = ⟨𝑒 1, 𝑒 2, · · · , 𝑒 |𝑝 | ⟩ in 𝐺, the length
and cost of 𝑝 are defined as 𝑝.𝑙 = 𝑒 1 .𝑙 ⊕𝑒 2 .𝑙 ⊕ · · · ⊕𝑒𝑝 .𝑙 and 𝑝.𝑐 =
𝑒 1 .𝑐 ⊙𝑒 2 .𝑐 ⊙ · · · ⊙𝑒𝑝 .𝑐, respectively. Following previous works [13,
42], operators ⊕ and ⊙ can be defined as addition, production, min,
and max operators depending on the application. Both operators
satisfy the monotonicity properties.
Problem statement. This paper focuses on CSP problems with
a single constraint. Given a source vertex 𝑠𝑟𝑐 ∈ 𝑉 , a destination
vertex 𝑑𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝑉 , and a constraint 𝜔, we let P denote the set of paths
joining 𝑠𝑟𝑐 to 𝑑𝑠𝑡, where ∀𝑝 ∈ P, 𝑝.𝑐 satisfies the constraint 𝜔. A
CSP query asks for a shortest path 𝑝 ∗ = argmin𝑝 ∈P 𝑝.𝑙.
The constraint satisfaction function depends on the application.
We detail the constraint used in the vehicle routing problem shortly
in this section, and the constraints of the other two evaluated applications of this work in Section 7.
Labeling algorithm. The commonly used solution for the exact
CSP is the labeling algorithm based on dynamic programming [13,
39, 42]. In the labeling algorithm, a path 𝑝 from source vertex 𝑠𝑟𝑐
to vertex 𝑣 is represented as a label attached to vertex 𝑣, denoted
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weighted sums of the original length and cost on edges in each iteration [21]. Path ranking works by solving the 𝑘-th shortest paths
problem and terminates when the first path satisfying all constraints
is found [40]. The ILP approach re-formulates CSP problems and
then invokes external ILP solvers [47]. However, these approaches
are inherently sequential and demonstrate poor practical efficiency.
The most widely adopted solution for CSP problems remains to
be the labeling algorithm [13] based on dynamic programming, as
described in Section 2.2.
Recent approaches focus on providing approximate solutions.
Tsaggouris et al. develop a fully polynomial-time approximation
scheme [39] to improve both asymptotic complexity and practical
performance. Wang et al. [42] present the state-of-the-art work,
COLA, which partitions the network, indexes paths between vertices, and finds approximated CSP. However, either the approximated result or high overhead of preprocessing is not always satisfying in practice. We experimentally evaluate the weak points of
the approximate approach and compare our system’s performance
with COLA in Section 7.5.
The massive parallelism and high memory bandwidth of modern GPUs are the main reasons for the adoption of GPUs in graph
processing studies. Existing efforts have shown great successes in
parallelizing a plethora of graph acceleration works on GPUs [12,
16, 26, 35, 36]. Many frameworks and primitives have also been presented for high-performance graph algorithms on GPUs [22, 43, 46].
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no acceleration of
exact CSP solver and the solutions above cannot efficiently handle the dynamic growth of subproblems. Forcing implementing
the labeling algorithm for CSP using frameworks like Gunrock
would eventually result in rewriting the data storage and processing model, which are mostly the majorities of the components in
such frameworks. We refer the reader to two recent surveys for
more details of GPU-based graph processing [9, 37].

E

l = 9 c = 90
Figure 1: Example of the graph of a vehicle routing problem.
∗
as ℓ𝑣 = (𝑝.𝑙, 𝑝.𝑐). The result of a CSP query is the label ℓ𝑑𝑠𝑡
, which
∗
represents path 𝑝 .
The algorithm maintains |𝑉 | non-dominated label lists that store
non-dominated labels separately for every vertex and a shared minheap of labels. In each iteration, the algorithm pops the top label ℓ𝑢
from the min-heap and generate a new one ℓ𝑣 from it using edge
𝑒𝑢,𝑣 via the Expansion operation. The Feasibility operation checks
whether ℓ𝑣 satisfies the constraint 𝜔. The Dominance operation
checks whether ℓ𝑣 is dominated by a label of vertex 𝑣. If ℓ𝑣 is feasible
and not dominated by any labels, it will be added to both the minheap and the non-dominated label list of 𝑣, otherwise pruned. The
∗
algorithm stops until the optimal label ℓ𝑑𝑠𝑡
is found or the minheap is empty. We present more details about the three operations
(Expansion, Feasibility, and Dominance), using the vehicle routing
problem as an example.

Vehicle routing problem. Following previous work [42], we define both ⊕ and ⊙ to be addition + in the vehicle routing problem.
The constraint 𝜔 is defined as a cost budget so that ∀𝑝 ∈ P, 𝑝.𝑐 ≤ 𝜔.
Expansion. This operation generates a new label ℓ𝑣 using ℓ𝑢
and edge 𝑒𝑢,𝑣 . It is the transition of a path 𝑝 presented by ℓ𝑢 to
a new path 𝑝 ′ presented by ℓ𝑣 . In the vehicle routing problem,
ℓ𝑣 = (𝑝 ′ .𝑙, 𝑝 ′ .𝑐) = (𝑝.𝑙 + 𝑒𝑢,𝑣 .𝑙, 𝑝.𝑐 + 𝑒𝑢,𝑣 .𝑐).
Feasibility. This operation checks if the label satisfies the defined
constraint. In the vehicle routing problem, the labeling algorithm
checks if the cost of a path 𝑝 is no more than the predefined budget
(i.e., 𝑝.𝑐 ≤ 𝜔). Paths that do not satisfy the constraints are infeasible
and discarded to reduce the redundancy.
Dominance. This operation checks if a label needs to be pruned.
Specifically, let ℓ𝑣 and ℓ𝑣′ present two paths 𝑝 and 𝑝 ′ from 𝑠𝑟𝑐 to
the same vertex 𝑣, respectively. In the vehicle routing problem, we
define dominance as ℓ𝑣 dominates ℓ𝑣′ iff 𝑝.𝑙 ≤ 𝑝 ′ .𝑙 and 𝑝.𝑐 ≤ 𝑝 ′ .𝑐.
The intuition is that if a longer path 𝑝 ′ takes more cost than 𝑝,
𝑝 ′ will never lead to the optimal results. Therefore, the algorithm
prunes the corresponding label ℓ𝑣′ when it is dominated by any label
attached to the same vertex.
An example of a road network is shown in Figure 1 and we want
to find the CSP from 𝐴 to 𝐸. If there is no constraint, the shortest
path is ⟨𝐴 ) 𝐵 ) 𝐷 ) 𝐸⟩, with total length 4 and cost usage 120. If
we set the cost budget as 100, the shortest path is no longer feasible.
The optimal path becomes ⟨𝐴 ) 𝐵 ) 𝐶 ) 𝐷 ) 𝐸⟩, where the length
of the path is 6, and the resource usage decreases to 90.

2.3

3

A BASELINE APPROACH

In this section, we present a baseline approach of the parallel labeling algorithm on the GPU and show our observations to motivate
the designs and optimizations in Vine.

3.1

Sequential vs. Parallel Labeling Algorithms

The sequential algorithm stores labels in the min-heap in order
and the baseline approach of the parallel algorithm maintains the
unexpanded labels in the frontier. The key difference is that the
sequential algorithm always selects the top label from the heap to
expand and prune others in the heap, whereas the baseline approach
expands a fixed number of the frontiers simultaneously in each
iteration. We define it as the degree of parallelism (DOP), denoted
as a tuning parameter 𝐾.
The DOP of baseline parallel approach is a trade-off between the
parallelism in GPU processing and the amount of workload (the
number of expanding labels). Generally, as illustrated in Figure 2,
there are total 𝑁 labels in the frontiers, 𝐾 of 𝑁 frontier labels are
expanded at the same time. The expanded labels are used to update
the non-dominated label lists. We store the non-dominated label
lists in the GPU memory and check each newly expanded label

Related Work

As a classical problem, CSP has been studied for decades [19]. Several families of exact algorithms have been proposed, including Lagrangian relaxation [21], column generation [4], path ranking [40],
and integer-linear programming (ILP) [47]. Lagrangian relaxation
iteratively calculates the shortest path with link weights being
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the evaluation, we use three query sets Q1, Q2 and Q3 on different
applications on 11 real graphs. The experimental setup can be found
in Section 7.1.

Frontiers
Expansion

Observation 1: Label operations, including expansion and pruning,
are the core and the most time-consuming operations in CSP. Parallelizing the labeling algorithm brings a more significant number of
labels than sequential execution. It is because those unpromising
yet unpruned labels generate even more unpromising ones. Label
pruning is very important as it eliminates unpromising labels. However, parallelizing existing pruning operations causes GPU memory
contention because a label needs to be checked against labels stored
in the non-dominated list and update the list if not being pruned.
The read and write in global memory can contribute over 90% of
label management’s total execution time, thus bottleneck the overall performance. Although the shared memory has low latency, its
limited size makes it a challenge to use such a large amount of
subproblems efficiently.

Newly generated labels
Pruning
Expanded labels
Pruning
Rest Labels (pruned)

Frontiers for the next iteration

Figure 2: The baseline parallel approach expands 𝑲 labels
from the frontiers, and leverages the outcome to prune dominated labels the rest 𝑵 − 𝑲 frontiers in parallel.
Time

Heap top

A(0,0)

B(1,40)
C(6,70)
D(9,90)

C(4,60)
C(6,70)
D(9,90)

D(5,80)
C(6,70)
D(9,90)

A(0,0)
B(1,40)
Expanded labels

C(4,60)

D(5,80)

C(6,70)
E(6,90)
D(5,80)

Observation 2: The DOP (i.e., the 𝐾 value) is the key to the performance because of the fact that one needs to carefully examine
the trade-off between “exploring” and “exploiting” subproblems. The
trade-off is already illustrated by the example in Figure 3 that 𝐾 = 2
leads to more label expansions than the sequential algorithm. In
fact, if we further increase the 𝐾 value, it will produce even more
labels (and even more unpromising labels).
Figure 4 demonstrates the execution time of CSP queries on
three graphs with different settings of 𝐾. As shown in the figure,
the 𝐾 value has a tremendous impact on performance. On the one
hand, setting a large 𝐾 value for high parallelism would quickly
explore subproblems. However, exploration of the subproblems can
result in several times slowdown than the optimal DOP setting.
The reasons are as follows. First, a higher 𝐾 leads to an aggressive
expansion of labels, resulting in a large number of non-optimal
subproblems. In other words, those non-optimal subproblems could
have been effectively pruned if we use a smaller 𝐾 value. Second,
we profile the PCI-e overhead when 𝐾 increases. For the two small
graphs (NW and internet), there is no PCI-e overhead in the test. In
contrast, for a larger graph like LKS, with a large 𝐾, the processing
runs out the space on GPU global memory and the overhead of
PCI-e data transfer increases dramatically.
On the other hand, setting a small 𝐾 for low parallelism results
in even longer execution time, as shown on the left-end part of the
lines. The reasons are the increasing number of iterations, underutilization of the GPU, and degradation of the process. Setting 𝐾
too large or too small would both result in poor performance.

(a) The sequential labeling algorithm.
Time
Frontier

A(0,0)

B(1,40)
C(6,70)
D(9,90)

C(4,60)
D(7,90)
D(9,90)

D(5,80)
E(8,100)

B(1,40)
C(6,70)
Expanded labels

C(4,60)
D(7,90)

D(5,80)
E(8,100)

A(0,0)

E(6,90)

(b) The parallel labeling algorithm with 𝑲 = 2.

Figure 3: Processing example of Figure 1 using both sequential and parallel labeling algorithms. The cost budget is set
to be 100. Dominated labels are stroke out. Unpromising labels are shadowed.
against those lists for pruning. The updated label lists can be used
to prune the unexpanded (𝑁 − 𝐾) frontiers further.
In the parallel algorithm, there may be unpromising yet unpruned labels among the 𝐾 labels expanded, which results in producing more labels than the sequential algorithm. We use Figure 3 to
compare the sequential labeling algorithm and the baseline parallel
approach on solving the CSP example in Figure 1. The intermediate
results are termed in the label format 𝑣 (𝑝.𝑙, 𝑝.𝑐). Both algorithms
start with a label 𝐴(0, 0), representing the initial state. In the sequential algorithm, it only expands four labels before termination. In
comparison, with the DOP set as two (𝐾 = 2), the parallel approach
expands seven labels in total. There are some unpromising labels
among the expanded labels. For example, 𝐶 (6, 70) is dominated by
𝐶 (4, 60). However, since the parallel algorithm expands 𝐶 (6, 70)
before we find 𝐶 (4, 60), we waste the computation on processing
𝐶 (6, 70) and its following labels 𝐷 (7, 90) and 𝐸 (8, 100), which the
sequential algorithm would not expand. As a result, the parallel
labeling algorithm expands more labels than the sequential one.

3.2

Observation 3: The best setting of 𝐾 is graph- and query-dependent.
The optimal 𝐾 value varies significantly for different graphs with
query set Q2, as shown in Figure 5. In another experiment (figures
are omitted), we also process three query sets on the same NY graph
and find that the best 𝐾 value varies significantly, changing from
500 to more than 4,900 for different queries. The observation is that
the best 𝐾 is both graph-dependent and query-dependent.
The reason is that the query decides the 𝑠𝑟𝑐 and 𝑑𝑠𝑡, and affects
the total number of subproblems by setting the constraint 𝜔 loose
or tight; the graph structure affects the number of paths from 𝑠𝑟𝑐
to 𝑑𝑠𝑡; the lengths and costs of the edges affect the total number of
subproblems. A fixed and predefined 𝐾 value might not capture the

Motivation with Baseline Parallel
Algorithm

We experimentally study the impact of different 𝐾 values in tuning
DOP, and analyze the observations from the baseline approach. In
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Figure 4: The execution time of CSP with Q2, with different settings of 𝑲 on three graphs (internet, NW and LKS).
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Listing 1: An example of Vine for vehicle routing problem.

104

class Edge {
int len , cost ;
}; // end of edge class
class Label {
int vid , l , c; Label * pre = NULL ;

103
NY

LKS

Gnutella

internet

slashdot

gplus

Figure 5: Best 𝑲 for different graphs using query set Q2.

void Expansion ( const Edge &e , Label & lv ) {
lv .l = this ->l+e.l;
lv .c = this ->c+e.c;
lv . pre = this ;
}

Table 1: APIs of Label class in Vine.
API Name Parameter(s)
Expansion Edge 𝑒, Label ℓ𝑣
Feasibility None
Dominance Label ℓ

Description
Expand and generate label ℓ𝑣 using
this label and an edge 𝑒.
Return true if this label is feasible,
otherwise false.
Return true if this label dominates
ℓ, otherwise false.

bool Feasibility () {
return this .c <= cost_budget ;
}
bool Dominance ( const Label &l) {
return this .l <= l.l && this .c <= l.c ;
}
}; // end of label class

in the labeling algorithm. We show an example of solving the vehicle
routing problem using Vine in Listing 1. The code consists of the
definition of two classes, Edge and Label. The Edge class contains
length and cost properties. The Label class, with three functions,
defines the behavior of a CSP application. The field pre is used to
backtrack the vertices on the path when we construct the final
optimal path.
Users can develop their applications by simply implementing
these APIs according to their application logic. The abstraction significantly reduces the burden of programming on the GPU platform.
Vine automatically executes these functions in parallel on the GPU.

growth of the number of subproblems during the traversal, as the
travel can access different parts of the graph and different parts of
the graph may demonstrate different structures. Instead, adaptively
adjusting 𝐾 at each processing iteration is more promising.
Implications. The above observations motivate the novel design
and careful optimizations in Vine. Observation 1 motivates an efficient pruning solution that effectively reduces the number of
subproblems while providing high performance by reducing global
memory contention. Observations 2 and 3 motivate us to select
suitable 𝐾 values that are adapted to the query and graph structures
at runtime. Instead of finding a single predefined value, we use an
adaptive model to adjust the 𝐾 for each iteration.

4.2
4

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We propose Vine, a parallel framework for finding exact CSP solutions. In this section, we first present an overview of the Vine
framework, including the API design and the algorithm in Vine. In
the following two sections, we present a two-fold solution to deal
with the large number of subproblems at runtime. First, we develop
an efficient two-level pruning solution (in Section 5), which makes
good use of the memory hierarchy of GPU for efficient pruning.
Second, we propose a light-weight adaptive parallelism control
model to adjust the DOP at runtime by learning and predicting the
number of subproblems (in Section 6). In order to differentiate the
static DOP control in the baseline approach, we use 𝐾𝑡 to represent
the DOP of the 𝑡-th iteration in the rest of the paper.

4.1

Algorithm Overview

Vine is powered by accelerating the labeling algorithm using the
GPU. Algorithm 1 shows the labeling algorithm in Vine. There are
five major steps in the algorithm, including initialization, parallelism
control, label expansion, label pruning, and frontier assembling.
• Initialization (Lines 1 to 3). Vine creates an empty label 𝑠𝑟𝑐 (0, 0)
and pushes it into the frontier buffer.
• Parallelism control (Line 6). In each iteration, a parallelism control
model is invoked to determine the DOP for the current iteration
𝑡. The model outputs the value 𝐾𝑡 by taking the total number of
frontiers and the GPU resources as input. Note that we use the perthread and per-warp coarse-grained workload mapping technique
proposed by Gunrock [43].
• Label expansion (Line 8). Vine invokes the user-defined Expansion
function in Label class to generate new labels from the first 𝐾𝑡
frontiers. Without being stored in the global memory, the newly
generated labels are checked by function Feasibility(). Note that
Vine picks the top 𝐾𝑡 labels to expand because expanding such
labels would lead to quicker convergence of the query processing.

API Design

Inspired by the success of existing programming frameworks on
GPU [15, 43, 46], Vine is designed as a programming framework
with three APIs listed in Table 1. The APIs assemble the operations
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Algorithm 1: Labeling algorithm in Vine.

1
2
3
4
5

6

7

8
9

10

13

▶ Clean hash-pruning tables
nondmntLst ← 2ndLvlPrn(hashPrnTbl, nondmntLst);
/* GPU kernel 2
▶ Pruning unexpanded frontiers using Dominance()
for ℓ ∈ frontiers[𝐾𝑡 + 1 : frontierNum] do
2ndLvlPrn(ℓ, nondmntLst);

14

/* GPU kernel 3
▶ Frontier assembling
frontiers, frontierNum ← AssembleFrontier();

11

12

15

is needed in order to reduce costly memory accesses to the GPU
global memory. We need an approach to achieve a reasonably good
pruning power and very low runtime overhead. To this end, we
take advantage of the shared memory of the GPU and propose the
following two levels of pruning.
The first level offers a very efficient pruning in the shared memory, with reasonable pruning power. However, the shared memory has too limited space (e.g., 64KB per SM) to maintain all nondominated label lists. Also, pruning in the shared memory only
helps prune labels generated within the block in the current iteration but not thoroughly. Therefore, we design a novel data structure
to effectively take advantage of shared memory to prune as many
labels as possible.
The second-level pruning happens in global memory, which is
applied to the outcome of the first-level pruning and has more
pruning power. Specifically, new labels are checked against nondominated labels found in a lazy manner to achieve efficient global
memory access.

Input : Graph g, Source label src (0,0)
Output : Optimal label result
▶ Initialization
𝑡 ← 0;
frontiers ← src (0,0);
frontierNum ← 1;
while frontiers ≠ ∅ do
𝑡 ← 𝑡 + 1;
▶ Parallelism control, executed on the CPU
𝐾𝑡 ← AdptParlCtrlModel(frontierNum);
/* GPU kernel 1
*/
for ℓ ∈ frontiers[1 : 𝐾𝑡 ] do
▶ Label expansion with the first-level pruning intergrated,
leveraging Expansion(), Feasibility(), Dominance()
hashPrnTbl ← ExpandLabel(ℓ, g);
if hashPrnTbl.#EmptyBuckets < threshold then
▶ Second-level pruning using Dominance()
nondmntLst ← 2ndLvlPrn(hashPrnTbl,
nondmntLst);

5.1

We design a hash-pruning table to make use of the limited space of
the shared memory. The hash-pruning table indexes a label ℓ𝑣 with
a simple hash function by hashing the vertex id 𝑣 as follows.

*/

𝑖𝑑𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ = 𝑣 mod (𝐺𝑃𝑈𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑_𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟 𝑦_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 /𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 )
*/

result ← nondmntLst [dst ];

• Label pruning (Lines 8 to 13). During the expansion, newly generated labels in each thread block of the GPU are pushed to a
hash-pruning table for the first-level pruning in shared memory
(Line 8). The hash-pruning table keeps non-dominated labels that
are used to prune the newly generated labels using Dominance().
The hash-pruning table dumps the stored labels to the global
memory for thorough pruning in Lines 10 and 11, when the number
of empty buckets drops under a threshold and after expanding 𝐾𝑡
frontiers, respectively. Non-dominated labels are pushed into the
non-dominated label lists so that they can be used to prune others.
With the list updated, we prune the labels left in the frontiers to
avoid unpromising expansion in Line 13.
• Frontier assembling (Line 14). Vine gathers both the non-dominated
labels expanded and the rest frontiers after pruning. These labels
assemble the frontiers for the next iteration. We adopt the highly
efficient prefix-sum-based frontier generation from [26].
The algorithm terminates when the frontier buffer is empty. The
non-dominated labels stored in the label list associated with 𝑑𝑠𝑡 are
the optimal ones (no feasible result if the label list is empty).

5

Pruning in the Shared Memory

TWO-LEVEL PRUNING

Design rationales. Due to the large number of unpromising labels generated during searching, an efficient pruning algorithm
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We employ a linear probing collision resolution since it is cacheefficient [20]. Particularly, we handle the following three conditions
when pruning the new label ℓ𝑣 . 1) ℓ𝑣 is inserted if 𝑖𝑑𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ points to
an empty bucket. 2) If the bucket is not empty and one of the two
collided labels dominate the other, the dominated one is pruned. 3)
If the bucket is not empty and the two labels have different vertex
ids or do not dominate with each other, we probe the new label to
the next bucket according to linear probing.
The indexing in a hash-pruning table is fast due to the efficient
hashing. Moreover, the hash-pruning table dynamically arranges
the limited memory space for efficient occupation. Particularly,
when the number of empty buckets drops under a threshold, the
hash-pruning table dumps the stored labels to the global memory to
make rooms for newly generated labels. Vine dumps the remaining
labels in the hash-pruning table after finishing the current iteration
to make it empty at the beginning of each iteration since different
iterations tend to have very different labels to process.
The hash-pruning table reduces the memory accesses and contentions in the following ways. 1) The hash-pruning operation
aggregates the memory accesses of pruning and visits the global
memory in bulk. 2) Hash-pruning tables located in the different
shared memory of SMs dump contents asynchronously, reducing
the contention significantly.
Figure 6 demonstrates an example of the label pruning using
the hash-pruning table with eight buckets for brevity. The shared
memory of a modern GPU can support more than 8,000 buckets
per SM in the vehicle routing problem.
• Hashing: Suppose label ℓ𝐴 and ℓ𝐵 are hashed and inserted to
the 1st and 4th bucket of the empty table, respectively (Figure 6a).
Labels ℓ𝐵′ and ℓ𝐵′′ are also hashed to the 4th bucket because they all
belong to the same vertex (Figure 6b).
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Figure 7: Dump labels to non-dominated label lists.

Figure 6: Collisions and dominance in a hash-pruning table.
removed to avoid a waste of comparisons when pruning other new
labels later. However, both removing labels and resizing lists are
expensive on GPUs because they require dynamic memory management and locking to avoid conflict among concurrent threads.
Accordingly, we propose a practical lazy update strategy that only
replaces the first dominated label found in a list by the new label.
We stop the dominance check immediately and ignore the existence
of other dominated labels. If there were some, they remain in the
list until being replaced by other inserted labels.
The lazy update sacrifices the opportunities to reduce redundant
comparisons but enables the efficiency of the list update. Besides, it
keeps the front part of each label list more frequently updated than
other parts. Labels that are closer to the optimal results are likely
to be located at the front part. Therefore, new labels have a high
chance of being pruned by only accessing the front part, reducing
the number of memory accesses. The strategy performs very well
in practice as the pruning is efficient.

• Collision and dominance: discard dominated labels. A dominance
comparison is conducted because of the collision between labels of
vertex B. In this example, let us assume ℓ𝐵′ dominates ℓ𝐵 . Therefore,
we discard ℓ𝐵 and put ℓ𝐵′ at the 4th bucket (Figure 6c).
• Collision only: probe to the next bucket. ℓ𝐵′′ is inserted after ℓ𝐵′ .
There is also a collision between them. Let us assume they do not
dominate each other, and thus ℓ𝐵′′ is probed to the next available
buckets (Figure 6c). In another case, a label ℓ𝐷 is also hashed to
the 4th bucket taken by ℓ𝐵′ . ℓ𝐷 is then probed to the first available
bucket (Figure 6d), which is the 6th bucket. There is no dominance
comparison required since ℓ𝐷 and ℓ𝐵′ are from different vertices.
Performance analysis. The number of collisions among labels
from the same vertices is essential for the effectiveness of the firstlevel pruning in the shared memory. Thus, in the following, we
develop an analytical model to obtain the expected number of
collisions in each iteration.
We assume there are 𝑤 labels fed into the hash-pruning table
in an iteration and they are randomly distributed among vertices
for simplicity. We define an indicator function 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) to denote the
event of collision between two labels 𝑖 and 𝑗.
(
1, if label 𝑖 and label 𝑗 belong to the same vertex;
𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
0, otherwise.
(1)
Given 𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗), the expected number of collisions is derived from
E[𝑋 ]. The calculation of E[𝑋 ] can be modeled as the birthday
problem [41]. The details about this formulation are omitted due to
space constraints.
 
𝑤 Õ
𝑤
Õ
𝑤 1
𝑤 (𝑤 − 1)
E[𝑋 ] =
E[𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)] =
=
(2)
2
|𝑉
|
2|𝑉 |
𝑖=1 𝑗=𝑖+1

Correctness analysis. Vine will eventually find the optimal path
if it exists. Due to the space limitation, we omit the proof here.

6

In this section, we explain how to use the adaptive parallelism
control model to adjust the DOP (Line 6 of Algorithm 1). The output
of the model is 𝐾𝑡 , the DOP of the 𝑡-th iteration. Some frequently
used notations are summarized in Table 2.
Design rationales. We have observed that the DOP (𝐾𝑡 ) is vital
for the overall performance in Section 3. On the one hand, a low
DOP setting could lead to underutilization of the GPU given that
the GPU has tens of thousands of threads. On the other hand, if we
keep expanding labels at a high DOP, the number of subproblems
would explode and overflow the GPU global memory. Thus, we
must resort to costly PCI-e data transfer between the main memory
and the GPU.
Despite the tradeoffs in DOP, we find that a higher DOP often
achieves higher performance than a significant low DOP.Based
on our observation in Section 3, as long as DOP is not set to be
widely large, the performance is close to the optimal strategy of
varying DOP. Thus, in this paper, we attempt to use higher DOPs
in order to utilize the high parallelism of GPUs, with the goal that
the memory consumption of all labels can be accommodated by
the GPU memory (in order to avoid costly PCI-e traffic during
expansion). Another potential benefit of a higher DOP is to provide
more labels to prune simultaneously in each iteration, amortizing
the overhead of the hash-pruning table and paging between GPU
and CPU memory.

With
p the exponential growth in the number of labels, we have 𝑤 ≫
|𝑉 | for most cases. Therefore, we expect a high chance of pruning
labels in the hash-pruning table, as also shown in experiments.

5.2

ADAPTIVE PARALLELISM CONTROL

Pruning in the Global Memory

Figure 7 illustrates the design of pruning in the global memory,
where labels dumped from the hash-pruning table are checked
against the labels stored in the non-dominated label lists for every
vertex. The blocks with the same color represent labels that are
attached to the same vertex. In Vine, each list is located in a contiguous GPU memory region to enable coalesced memory accesses.
Lazy update strategy. If a new label dominates some labels in the
non-dominated label list, all of these dominated labels should be
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Table 2: Summary of notations.

Specifically, we consider both the total number of labels and
the growth of the number of labels at each iteration. The adaptive
model consists of the following design concepts: 1) we dynamically
control the total number of labels within the GPU memory by
modeling an upper limit for the number of unexpanded labels at
each iteration, i.e., the frontier size; 2) given the number of labels
in the current iteration satisfying the upper limit, the number of
labels in the following iteration should also preserve the limit.

6.1

Input
𝑇
𝑁𝑖
𝑁ˆ 𝑖

Description
Estimated total number of iterations
Frontier size of the 𝑖-th iteration
Estimated frontier size of the 𝑖-th iteration
𝑡
Current iteration number
Maximum number of labels that can be stored in the GPU
𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
global memory
Number of labels that can be stored in the vacant GPU
𝑀𝑡
global memory in current iteration
𝐾𝑡
DOP, the number of labels to expand in current iteration
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1 Maximum frontier size in the next iteration
𝑁 𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 Number of labels generated from the 𝐾𝑡 labels
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 Number of unexpanded frontiers after pruning
Growth ratio of the frontier size in the current iteration,
𝜔𝑡
generated by a forecast model
Pruning ratio of the unexpanded frontiers in the current
𝜃𝑡
iteration, generated by a forecast model

Control the Total Number of Labels

The total number of labels in a CSP processing is estimated as the
sum of two parts, the expanded frontiers and the frontiers in the
future. Let 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 be the maximum number of labels that can be
stored in the GPU global memory and 𝑀𝑡 be the number of labels
that can be stored in the vacant memory in the 𝑡-th iteration. To
limit these labels within the GPU memory at 𝑡-th iteration, we have:
𝑡
Õ

𝑁𝑖 +

𝑖=1

𝑇
Õ

𝑁ˆ𝑖 ≤ 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

𝑡-th iteration. We use 𝜔𝑡 to denote the growth ratio of the frontier
size, i.e., 𝜔𝑡 = 𝑁𝑡 +1 /𝑁𝑡 . If we expand 𝐾𝑡 labels, based on the growth
rate of frontiers, 𝑁 𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 can be estimated as:

(3)

𝑖=𝑡 +1

The label size is application-dependent. In the vehicle routing problem (Listing 1), a label contains three int values and a pointer, and
the label size is 20 bytes. Thus, 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is calculated as the size of
GPU global memory divided by the label size. In the formula, 𝑇
is defined to be the estimated total number of iterations of solving the CSP problem. We assume that the frontier size 𝑁ˆ in the
rest (𝑇 − 𝑡) iterations would be well-controlled by the model and
preserve stable under a limit 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1 , i.e.,
𝑁ˆ𝑖 ≤ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1, 𝑖 ∈ [𝑡 + 1,𝑇 ]
(4)
∴

𝑇
Õ

𝑁ˆ𝑖 ≤ (𝑇 − 𝑡)𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1

𝑁 𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 = 𝜔𝑡 𝐾𝑡

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 = (1 − 𝜃 𝑡 )(𝑁𝑡 − 𝐾𝑡 )

(5)

(6)

Since MaxFtrt+1 and 𝑁𝑡 are known at the 𝑡-th iteration, to obtain
𝐾𝑡 , we need to know the value of 𝜔𝑡 and 𝜃 𝑡 . To do so, we adopt a
forecast model to predict both ratios 𝜔𝑡 and 𝜃 𝑡 .

We let

Autoregression forecast model. Since the prediction methods
for 𝜔𝑡 and 𝜃 𝑡 are similar, we use the prediction of 𝜔𝑡 as an example.
We take the growth ratio of frontier sizes in different iterations as
a time series {𝜔 1, 𝜔 2, . . . , 𝜔𝑡 −1 } where 𝜔𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖+1 /𝑁𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑡 − 1].
We employ an autoregression (AR) forecast model (Equation 12) to
predict the next item in the series, i.e., 𝜔𝑡 , by learning the trend [1].

𝑡
Õ

𝑀𝑡
𝑁𝑖
(7)
, where 𝑀𝑡 = 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −
(𝑇 − 𝑡)
𝑖=1
The 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1 value is updated at each iteration with the available
GPU space 𝑀𝑡 updated.
Estimating 𝑇 is challenging. In our study, we develop a simple
way to derive the estimation for 𝑇 according to graph structures and
the application. For the vehicle routing problem, 𝑇 is capped as the
cost budget of the query divided by the minimum cost of the edges
in the graph. For the applications on social networks and internet
networks, the total number of iterations is usually in hundreds as
we observed in our experiments. Therefore, we empirically set 𝑇 as
1,000 for bottleneck shortest path and optimal trust path selection.
∴ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1 =

6.2

𝜔𝑡 =

𝑞
Õ

𝜑 𝑗 𝜔𝑡 −𝑗 + 𝑧 + 𝜀𝑡 , where 𝑞 < 𝑡 .

(12)

𝑗=1

The AR model uses frontier sizes in the previous 𝑞 iterations. In
our implementation, we choose 𝑞 = 6 empirically. 𝜑 1, . . . 𝜑𝑞 are
the derived coefficients by applying least squares [23] on the time
series items, 𝑧 is a constant, and 𝜀𝑡 is the Gaussian white noise.
The AR model can forecast an arbitrary number (< 𝑞) of iterations by submitting the predicted values back to itself. There are
other available approaches for prediction, such as applying neural
networks. In this work, we find that AR is light-weight and accurate
enough for our purposes.

Control the Growth Rate

We aim to find the suitable 𝐾𝑡 to ensure that 𝑁𝑡 +1 ≤ MaxFtrt+1
after expanding 𝐾𝑡 labels from 𝑁𝑡 . Since 𝑁𝑡 +1 is not known yet in
the 𝑡-th iteration, we use 𝑁ˆ𝑡 +1 to denoted the estimated value. As
illustrated in Figure 2, 𝑁ˆ𝑡 +1 could be calculated as:
𝑁ˆ𝑡 +1 = 𝑁 𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 + 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 ≤ MaxFtrt+1

(10)

𝑁ˆ𝑡 +1 can thus be estimated by substitute Equations 9 and 10 into
Equation 8, and we can get 𝐾𝑡 that:
𝑁ˆ𝑡 +1 = 𝜔𝑡 𝐾𝑡 + (1 − 𝜃 𝑡 )(𝑁𝑡 − 𝐾𝑡 ) ≤ MaxFtrt+1
(11)
∴ 𝐾𝑡 ≤ (MaxFtrt+1 − 𝑁𝑡 + 𝜃 𝑡 𝑁𝑡 )/(𝜔𝑡 − 1 + 𝜃 𝑡 )

𝑖=𝑡 +1

(𝑇 − 𝑡)𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑡𝑟𝑡 +1 = 𝑀𝑡

(9)

Suppose 𝜃 𝑡 is the pruning ratio of the rest (𝑁𝑡 − 𝐾𝑡 ) unexpanded
labels in the frontier. We thus model 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 as:

7

(8)

𝑁 𝑒𝑤𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 represents the new labels expanded from 𝐾𝑡 labels, and
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 represents the unexpanded frontiers after pruning in the

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section experimentally evaluates Vine in comparisons with
existing exact and approximate approaches.
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Table 3: Hardware specification.

7.1

Experimental Setup
# of compute units
# of threads
Frequency (GHz)
Mem. (GB)
Mem. Bw. (GB/s)
Cache/Shared Mem. per SM
Mem. type

Hardware. Table 3 summarizes the hardware specification. We
conduct experiments on a Linux server with two 10-core Xeon
E5-2640v4 CPUs, 256GB memory, and an NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU,
which has 12GB global memory and 56 SMs. We also test the performance of Vine on a desktop GPU, Titan Xp, which has 12GB
global memory and 30 SMs. Note, P100 has a larger number of SMs
as well as larger shared memory per SM. All GPU programs are
compiled with NVIDIA’s nvcc compiler (version 10.1), and the CPU
baseline is compiled with gcc 8.3 using -O3 flag. In our experiments,
the graph data is pre-loaded into the GPU memory. The reported
results include the query processing time and the PCI-e transfer
time for query input and output. We run all tests five times and
present the average time.

2×E5-2640v4
20
40
2.4
256
68.3
25MB
DDR4

P100 GPU
56
3,584
1.3
12
549
64KB
HBM2

Titan Xp
30
3,840
1.58
12
547.7
48KB
GDDR5X

Table 4: Details of data sets.

Road

Type Data set
New York City (NY)
Florida (FLA)
Northwest USA (NW)
Northeast USA (NE)
Great Lakes (LKS)
Synthetic road networks
Router Connection (router)
Internet (internet)
P2P Gnutella (gnutella)
Internet Topology (skitter)
Slashdot Network (slashdot)
Google+ Social Network (gplus)
Soc.

Internet

Comparisons. We have studied the implementations on the CPU
as baselines. Specifically, we note there are some open-source libraries in Boost to solve CSP [29]. Boost only supports sequential
algorithms, and thus we parallelize the labeling algorithm [13]
based on dynamic programming using OpenMP, running on 40
CPU threads (denoted as CPU). Our study finds that our homegrown sequential solution is faster than Boost and our parallel
version is even much faster than Boost. Thus, we only report the
results for our home-grown parallel solution on the CPU. We discuss more implementation details of the CPU-based approach in
the appendix of the complete version [27].
To understand the impact of the proposed techniques, we compare Vine with the following implementations. Note that when
subproblems cannot fit into the GPU memory, all of the evaluated
GPU implementations leverage the UVA (unified virtual addressing),
which allows the GPU to access the main memory.
• Vine (1-level pruning). This approach is the same as Vine except that the hash-pruning table is disabled.
• Vine (PC=baseline). This approach is the same as Vine, except
that Vine (PC=baseline) expands all frontier labels in every iteration.
PC stands for parallelism control.
• Vine (PC=static). Vine (PC=static) is the collection of all the
shortest execution for each query with an optimal predefined 𝐾. The
optimal 𝐾 is obtained by conducting comprehensive experiments
for every single query on each data set with different 𝐾 settings
independently. This is the best case for the static approach. With
this strong comparison candidate, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of our adaptive control.
• COLA. COLA [42] is the state-of-the-art approximate CSP solution based on indexing on road networks. It is a sequential algorithm with indexes. We study the implementation of COLA [42],
and we find that it is challenging (possibly for another orthogonal
study) to parallelize COLA or optimize it for modern hardware.
First, COLA leverages highly customized data structures like maps,
heaps, and vectors that are not thread-safe. Furthermore, COLA’s
pruning procedure is inherently sequential, tightly coupled to the
label expansion. Therefore, we use the original code of COLA.

|V|
264,346
1,070,376
1,207,945
1,524,453
2,758,119
16,200,000
2,113
40,164
62,586
1,696,415
70,068
211,187

|E|
730,100
2,712,798
2,840,208
3,897,636
6,794,808
48,600,000
6,632
170,246
147,892
11,095,298
358,647
1,141,650

Size
14MB
53MB
58MB
77MB
141MB
483MB
1MB
2MB
3MB
277MB
8MB
36MB

(1) Vehicle routing on road networks. Following previous works [34,
42], this application is designed to find the shortest path with the
total cost under a given cost budget. The road networks are obtained
from the 9th DIMACS challenge [3], where edge properties are the
road length and the cost.
(2) Bottleneck shortest path with bandwidth constraint on Internet networks. This problem is to find the fastest path between two vertices
with a minimum bandwidth requirement, where the vertices represent access points in the network. Graphs are obtained from [24, 33],
where edge attributes are the link latency and bandwidth. Note
that the latency is the additive objective and the bandwidth is the
min-max QoS measure, which is quantified in the range of [0, 10]
to represent different levels of bandwidth.
(3) Optimal trust path selection on social networks. The objective
of this application is to find the path with the highest trust to
a person [25]. A vertex in these social networks represent one
person, and edges between vertices are assigned with a trust value
(T ∈ [0, 1]) and a social intimacy value (𝛾 ∈ [0, 1]). The optimal
path satisfies the constraint that the attenuated aggregation of social
intimacy (i.e., the multiplication of 𝛾 on the edges) is greater than
a predefined threshold. Different from the other two applications,
optimal trust path is based on a non-additive constraint. We take
the negation of T ’s logarithmic transformations as each edge’s
length to formulate the problem as finding the shortest path with
social intimacy as the cost. We adopt the method in [25] to generate
T and 𝛾 randomly.
Query sets. We adopt the rule proposed in [42] to produce road
network queries. When generating queries, the src and dst vertices
are generated randomly. All these queries are divided into different
sets in terms of the lengths of their shortest-length paths. We pick
three query sets Q1, Q2, and Q3, that have the path lengths within
the range of [𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 /8, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 /4), [𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 /4, 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 /2), and [𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 /2, +∞),
respectively, where 𝑑𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the diameter of the graph. Constraints

Applications and data sets. We evaluate the performance of Vine
with 11 real-world graphs shown in Table 4. We test the following
three applications implemented using Vine framework.
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Figure 8: The speedups of CSP queries on different graphs (Vine over CPU) using two different GPUs.
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on P100. As a result, we study the profiling results, and observe
that Vine on P100 has 3.3× fewer global memory transactions than
that on Titan Xp.
Performance-price ratio. Vine shows a high performance-price
ratio. The price of the P100 GPU is 3× than the two-socket CPU
and 5× than Titan Xp. We define the performance-price ratio as:
1/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒/𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒. With up to 42× speedups, the performance-price
ratio of Vine is much higher than its CPU counterpart’s for most
of the cases, showing up to 13× better cost-efficiency. Titan Xp
has even higher performance-price ratio as it achieves more 50% of
P100’s performance on average but only costs 1/5 of the price of
P100, delivering even higher (up to 22×) cost efficiency on average
over the CPU-based counterpart.

20
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0.2M

0.6M
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5.4M
# Vertices

16.2M

30.4M

Figure 9: The query execution time of different solutions on
synthetic road networks using query set Q2.
are also generated randomly between the minimum cost of all
paths and the cost of the shortest-length path from src to dst. Q1 is
designed to be relatively small in search space, Q2 is moderate, and
Q3 is large. Each query set consists of 20 queries. We follow the
same concept to generate three query sets for each internet graphs.
The aggregation of social intimacy in queries for social network
graphs are set as 𝑄1 : 𝛾 ≥ 0.07, 𝑄2 : 𝛾 ≥ 0.04, and 𝑄3 : 𝛾 ≥ 0.01.

Performance-power ratio. Vine also shows a high performancepower ratio compared to CPU. The thermal design powers (TDP)
of the P100 and Titan Xp are both 250W, which is 1.4× of the twosocket CPUs. With up to 42× speedups on GPUs, Vine delivers
much better energy efficiency than the CPU-based counterparts.

Experiment outline. Section 7.2 presents the overall performance
comparison with the CPU-based approaches. Sections 7.3 and 7.4
evaluate the impact of two-level pruning and adaptive parallelism
control, respectively. We compare Vine with COLA in Section 7.5.

7.2

Scalability. Vine gains higher speedups on larger graphs and scales
better than CPU. We further evaluate the scalability of Vine using
synthetic road networks. As shown in Figure 9, Vine (on P100)
shows very good scalability. We terminate the query if it runs more
than 1 minute. Note that 30.4M is the maximum graph size that the
current machine can support in this test. The design of Vine does
not have limits on graph size, and the graph size is limited in the
sense that the graph data and intermediate results need to be in the
main memory and GPU memory.
Through the comparison among GPU baselines with the increased graph size, we have the following observations on the
proposed techniques. First, compared to Vine (PC=baseline), all the
GPU implementations with DOP tuning scale well. As the graph size
increases, adjusting the DOP shows even more significant impact
on the performance. Vine’s adaptive parallelism control effectively
shows minimum influence caused by the increasing graph size. Second, the two-level pruning mitigates the costly label management
especially when the graph size is large. Particularly, Vine (1-level
pruning) shows similar performance as Vine and Vine (PC=static)
on small graphs but performs much worse than Vine on the graph
with 16.2M vertices.

Overall Performance Comparison

Figure 8 shows speedup results of Vine over CPU using P100 and
Titan Xp, respectively. The speedup is calculated as the execution
time of the CPU divided by that of Vine. Vine gets a significant
speedup using a single GPU over using 40 CPU threads (i.e., 18×
speedups on average). The maximum speedup on P100 GPU is 42×
and the minimum is 0.8× on the NY graph. The maximum speedup
on Titan Xp is 32× and the minimum is also 1× on the NY graph.
Since NY is a relatively small network, the GPU related overhead,
including PCI-e transfer and kernel invocation, takes over 70% of
the end-to-end execution time, which is not negligible, unlike other
cases. In order to handle the large search space of the CSP problem,
massive thread parallelism and memory bandwidth of the GPU
are both desirable features (as shown in Table 3). These lead to
significant performance improvement over CPUs.
We also compare the performance of Vine on P100 and Titan
Xp. We observe that Vine performs better on P100 than that on
Titan Xp with 1.8× speedups on average. The main reason for this
performance difference is that P100 has more SMs, as well as larger
shared memory per SM than Titan Xp. Therefore, Vine takes advantage of larger shared memory and achieves more efficient pruning

7.3

Impact of Two-level Pruning

To understand the impact of the two-level pruning optimization
with the hash-pruning table, we further conduct experiments with
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(b) DOP control with 𝑲 values.

Impact to frontier size. Taking one of the query processing on
the NE graph as an example, we show the trend of the frontier size
in Figure 13a. As the first 100 iterations shown in the figure, Vine
maintains a smaller frontier size than Vine (PC=static) and expands
more labels in the middle iterations. Vine turns to converge faster
and achieves 1.3× speedups over Vine (PC=static) in this case.
One of the benefits Vine obtains from the adaptive parallelism
control model is changing 𝐾𝑡 for a different stage of processing. We
show the adaptive value 𝐾𝑡 and the static value of 𝐾 in Figure 13b.
The trend of frontier expansion is steady at the beginning, and thus
adaptive DOP control is not activated yet. After the frontier size
begins to flatten, the model encourages increasing DOP. Vine gets
a steeper trend of frontier sizes, which leads to a fast exploration
in the middle stages, which Vine (PC=static) cannot achieve. At
this point, the adaptive control model guides Vine to slow the
exploration and decrease DOP. At around iteration 120, Vine has
increased DOP to accelerate the convergence.
In summary, the adaptive parallelism control can help achieve a
reliable performance improvement.

(b) NE

Figure 12: Query efficiency of Vine using different parallelism control strategies on different graphs.
Vine and Vine (1-level pruning) in this part. We present the result
collected by running Vine on P100. As shown in Figure 10, we
can draw an overall conclusion that Vine outperforms Vine (1-level
pruning) on most of the graphs with up to 4× speedups. Vine shows
little speedup on solving Q1 for most of the cases. Because of the
tight constraint of Q1, most of the generated labels are not feasible.
These unfeasible labels are discarded immediately without comparison with others. Thus, the two-level pruning does not help to
prune much but even brings slight overhead. Nevertheless, with the
pruning optimization, Vine still outperforms Vine (1-level pruning)
for 31 out of 33 test cases and is never more than 10% slower than
Vine (1-level pruning).
Analysis on the efficiency of label pruning. Efficient pruning
reduces the total number of subproblems, which makes it easier to
find the optimal results. As shown in Figure 11a, Vine prunes more
labels than Vine (1-level pruning). It turns out that Vine finishes
query faster with around 50% number of labels fewer than Vine
(1-level pruning), as shown in Figure 11b. Besides reducing the
total amount of labels, the hash-pruning table also significantly
reduces the global memory contention by buffering updates. Vine
shows similar pruning outcomes on other graphs and queries at
different scales. For brevity, we show only the above cases, where
Vine achieves 1.2× and 1.5× speedups, respectively.

7.4

8

20

similar behaviors on other data sets using the other GPU, Titan Xp,
and thus we omit the results for brevity. We have the following
observations. First, both static and adaptive parallelism control
help improve the performance over the baseline, because the total
amount of work is reduced since there is more “exploitation”. The
controlled DOP helps reduce global memory accesses and thus also
reduces the execution time.
Second, Vine performs better than Vine (PC=static) since the
static parallelism control overlooks the distinctions of iterations.
As the growth of the number of labels changes depending on the
graph structure and query at runtime, a static value can hardly
perform well at all iterations. Vine, instead, proficiently tailors 𝐾𝑡
for each iteration according to both the estimated total number of
labels and the growth of the number of labels during the process.

20

Vine (1-level pruning)

12

Figure 13: Frontier sizes and DOP (i.e., 𝑲𝒕 and 𝑲 ) in different
iterations on the NE graph.
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7.5

Comparison with Approximate Approaches

Since COLA [42] is the state-of-the-art approximate solution for
CSP, we performed a study with the original source code from
COLA, and have the following findings.
First, the preprocessing is time-consuming, which makes COLA
mostly for static graphs in practice. We present the total preprocessing time of COLA in Figure 14. COLA has a tuning parameter
(approximation ratio 𝛼) to control the solution quality, with value
no smaller than one. A larger 𝛼 leads to smaller preprocessing time
but a more significant relative error. For example, it can take hours
to more than a half-day to index a single graph. This overhead of
preprocessing (i.e., index construction) becomes impractical in the

Impact of Parallelism Control

Figure 12 presents the execution time of Vine (PC=baseline), Vine
(PC=static), and Vine on NW and NE graph using P100. We observe
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real-world as the changes in road conditions and charges call for
real-time processing. We discuss more details on the extensions of
dynamic graphs in the complete version [27].
Second, the solution error of COLA highly depends on the tuning
parameter 𝛼 and the graph structure. Setting 𝛼 = 1.4 leads to a
shorter preprocessing time, but the relative error could be as high
as 14%. The applications with requirements of exact solution may
not be able to tolerate the relative error of the result. On the other
hand, although setting 𝛼 = 1.005 leads to a very small error on
some small graph like NY, it leads to a larger error on other graphs
(meanwhile leads to very high preprocessing time).
Finally, we compare the query response time of Vine and COLA.
Figure 15 shows the query time of Vine and COLA with different
approximation ratios (𝛼). We observe that COLA has better performance with a higher approximation ratio (also leading to larger
errors). Compared with COLA’s performance with the smallest error (𝛼 = 1.005), Vine’s performance is competitive and even better
on larger graphs. We emphasize a few points that are not shown
in this comparison. First, COLA builds indexes, but Vine does not.
Second, Vine leverages the GPU acceleration, but COLA is sequential on the CPU. Third, Vine processes exact CSP results, but COLA
targets approximated results. Our comparison with COLA demonstrates that: by efficiently leveraging the GPU acceleration, we can
deliver the exact CSP results whose performance is comparable and
even faster than the state-of-the-art solution.
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Figure 14: Preprocessing time and relative error of COLA
with different configuration (i.e., 𝜶 ) on road networks.
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Figure 15: Execution time of Vine and COLA with different
𝜶 on different road networks.
Second, the CSP problem is NP-hard [14] and Vine only provides
empirical speedups by proposing efficient parallel approaches. We
acknowledge that Vine is not a new algorithm or an approach that
is theoretically better than existing ones. Nevertheless, the labeling
algorithm solves the CSP problem in pseudo-polynomial time [13].
Moreover, as mentioned in [28, 31], many real-world applications
in practice do not exhibit worst-case properties. In this paper, we
demonstrate that Vine efficiently parallelizes the existing exact
algorithm, leveraging GPU for a high performance in practice.

Discussions

Summary of experimental findings. The experimental findings
are summarized as follows. First, compared to the labeling algorithm
on 40 CPU threads, Vine achieves 18× speedups on average. Second,
Vine outperforms Vine (1-level pruning) up to 4× due to the efficient two-level pruning. Third, both static and adaptive parallelism
control help improve the query performance over the baseline, and
our adaptive control provides a better performance improvement
for different queries on different graphs. Last but not least, compared to the state-of-the-art approximate solution, Vine produces
exact solutions at a competitive or even better performance without
time-consuming preprocessing.
The significant improvement on accelerating exact CSP on GPUs
enables some potential applications of exact CSP that were not
used before because of its low performance. For example, in network cases with response time requirements of 10 ms, traditional
approaches take more than one second, which cannot fulfill the
rigid user requirement. In safety-critical cases, highly accurate or
exact solutions are required to route automated vehicles to avoid
collisions [8, 30]. Vine has the potential of enabling exact CSPs in
those applications, because 1) Vine is much faster in finding exact
results than other existing exact solutions, and 2) given a time budget of execution, Vine provides comparable or even better results
than the state-of-the-art approximate solution.

8

CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the recent rise of emerging applications that require
efficient and exact solutions for CSP, we present Vine, a novel and
practical framework for accelerating exact CSPs on the GPU. There
are two techniques proposed to tackle the extremely large number
of subproblems. First, we develop an efficient two-level pruning
to eliminate the unpromising subproblems by making good use of
the hierarchical memory on the GPU. Second, we propose a lightweight adaptive model to control the degree of parallelism that
adapts to the number of subproblems and their growth at runtime.
Vine achieves more than an order of magnitude speedup over the
CPU counterpart. Compared to the state-of-the-art approximate
solution, Vine produces exact solutions at a competitive or even
lower latency without costly preprocessing. With the novel design
and optimizations on GPUs, Vine can be a viable and cost-effective
solution for exact CSPs in many emerging applications.
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